API integrations and partnerships
Partnerships and custom integrations with our AI
enhance the ways that you do business

Integrations that enhance
the ways you do business
Share valuable data, streamline
processes and add functionality
using our API
Many businesses have carefully planned
processes that need to be enhanced
and not disrupted by a new provider.
No matter what your needs are if you are
looking for a way to add functionality
into your existing systems, we can help.
Our architecture is designed for
scalability and resilience and because
we own our technology we can provide
greater flexibility when it comes to
adding new functions and integrations
that enhance your existing in-house
processes.

How do you benefit?
Reduce complexity by adding new
functionality into your pre-existing
processes
Share clean and timely, data across
your organisation
Provide a familiar experience to
your users and participants
Integrate secure remote tools and
turn on and off functionality where
you need it most
Stay up to date, we roll out regular
updates and refreshes so you can be
sure that your platform will perform
over time

Have a great idea? Speak with one of our experts
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Strategic partnerships
We are always looking for ways
to partner with other experts
and industry innovators
As a technology company we are always
looking for new ways to incorporate our
own technology with other trusted
providers.
Although we are always looking at new
ways to improve and diversify our own
technology, we know that there are so
many amazing new products and
specialist tools appearing in the market
place at rapid pace.
As a cloud business with a hyper
resilient and scalable architecture we
are passionate about our code, and build
our technology with simplicity and
future integrations in mind. This means
that we can bring together other bestin-class software and enhance it with
ours, or vice versa.

How do you benefit?
We can provide access to our API
to help develop the integrations
Dedicated team of telephony
experts and world class developers
We own our own technology and
are in control of our development
roadmap
We are passionate about building
industry specific solutions with
complementary product
capabilities
We only partner with selected
specialist partners that we feel can
provide the best experience for our
clients
“ We are always challenging the status
quo and looking for new innovative ways
to be better for our customers, that’s why
it’s so important to us that we only work
with expert partners that are equally as
committed to driving value into our
clients businesses.”

Jonathan Grant, CEO

Have a great idea? Speak with one of our experts today!
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